
ON THE FUNCTIONS OF LITTLEWOOD-PALEY,
LUSIN, AND MARCINKIEWICZ

BY

E. M. STEIN

1. Introduction. In their work on Fourier series Littlewood and Paley

[5], introduced the function g as follows:

(l.i) *(/)(») = (/ (i - p) I *ViS) Np)   •

$(z) is the function which is analytic in |z| <1, and whose real part has

boundary value f(B). One of their main results is('):

(A) \\g(j)\\P ̂  Av\\j\l, Kp<*>.

Accompanying this, they also proved the following "converse" result:

(A*) ||/||p Ik Ap\\g(f)\\p, Kp<«>

where it is assumed that

f(0)dO = 0.
o

In an earlier study on boundary values of analytic functions, Lusin [6]

introduced the function

(1.2) 5(*)(fl) = (//      |*'|2^    .

Here, £1(6) is a standard "triangular" domain inside the unit circle whose

vertex is at the point 6; dw is the Euclidean element of area(2).

Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [9], proved that

||S($)||, =g AV\\<S>\\V, 0 </><<*>.

From this it follows, by a well-known theorem of M. Riesz, that:

(B) ||S(*)||, ̂ 4JI/II,, 1<*<».

Received by the editors December 22, 1956.

(') Here, as elsewhere, Av stands for a general constant, depending on the indicated param-

eter. The constant Ap need not be the same at different occasions.

(2) Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [9], noted that S is essentially a majorant of g. We refer

the reader to [14 Chapter XIV], for further facts concerning the function 5(*).
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Finally, in this connection, Marcinkiewicz  [7] introduced the function

a'2* I F(x + t) + F(x-t) -2F(x)|2     V'2

where F(x) =flf(t)dt.
The function p(f) was introduced in order to give an analogue of the func-

tion g(f), without however going into the interior of the unit circle for its

definition.

Marcinkiewicz conjectured, and Zygmund proved [ll], that:

(C) ||p(/)||P = Ap\\f\L K P < °°

and

(c*) H/ll, = ^,||m(/)||„ k />< oo

il,fff(6)M = 0.
The literature in question reveals that these results are closely inter-

dependent. Moreover, all proofs given depend, at crucial points, on "complex-

variable" methods.

It is our intention here to attack these problems by the methods of real-

variable theory, and to extend these results to higher dimensions.

It turns out that the real-variable techniques used in the study of the

"Hilbert transform"

r °° f(x + I) - f(x - f)
(1.4) /(*) = P.V. I--dt

Jo t

are adaptable for our purposes. The motivation for this lies in the fact (1.4)

may be rewritten as:

C °°  (F(x + /) + F(x - I) - 2F(x))
(1.4*) /(*)=/      —-~-— dt.

J o I

It is to be noted that (1.4*) resembles (1.3) in form.

In dealing with generalizations of the functions g, S, and p to higher

dimensions, we are guided by the techniques used by A. P. Calderon and

A. Zygmund(8) in their study of the w-dimensional generalizations of the

Hilbert transform (1.4); connected with this are some earlier ideas of Marcin-

kiewicz^). We should mention at this point that a generalization of the func-

tion S similar to the one we shall consider had been previously studied by

A. P. Calderon [l] in a different setting.

Another remark concerning the methodology of this paper is in order. The

(3) See especially [2] and [3].

(4) See [7] and [8].
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deeper real-variable discussion is contained principally in Lemmas 7 and 12,

with the aid of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. These lemmas allow us to prove inequal-

ities analogous to (A), and (C), for 1 <p^2. In the classical situation this is

exactly the point where the complex method was indispensable, especially in

the use of the "Blaschke product" decomposition of analytic functions. Thus,

at this point is contained the main contributions of this paper. The rest of

the inequalities are then deduced—in the classical situation and as they are

here—by methods more properly from the domain of harmonic functions

than analytic functions. Here, our only contribution is to point out how the

classical proofs may be extended to re-dimensions. Whatever difficulties in-

volved here are surmounted by using the theory of singular integrals as the

appropriate substitute for the notion of the conjugate function.

The plan of this paper is as follows: §2 will be devoted to a review of the

basic facts and techniques needed, all of which were previously known. §§3

and 4 will contain the generalizations of the function p of Marcinkiewicz, and

the proof of an inequality analogous to (C). §§5 and 6 will be devoted to the

extensions of the functions g and 5 to higher dimensions, and the proofs of

inequalities like (A) and (B). In §7 we turn to the "converse" inequalities,

and establish an appropriate analogue to (A*), and in §8, we discuss analogues

to (C*).
2. Background facts. In what follows, we shall use the following re-dimen-

sional notation, x, y, z, • • • will denote points (vectors) in Euclidean re-

space, En. In coordinate notation we write x = (xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x„); dx denotes

the element of Euclidean re-dimensional volume; |x| denotes the length of

the vector x, i.e. |x|2 = Xi+X2 ■ ■ • +X2,; x' denotes the unit vector in the

direction of x, i.e. x'=x/|x| ; 2 is the unit sphere, |x| =1; and dS is the

Euclidean element of measure on 2.

For any measurable E, let \E\ denote its Euclidean-Lebesgue measure.

Lp(En) will denote the class of functions whose pth power is integrable with

respect to Euclidean measure, and for any such function/(x), ||/||, will denote

(fEn\f(x)\*dxyiK
The following "covering" lemma is basic to the real-variable technique

that follows. It is a generalization of a well-known lemma of F. Riesz in one

dimension; the re-dimensional form that follows is due to A. P. Calderon

and A. Zygmund. We have restated their lemma differently, combining state-

ments found in the proof of several of their lemmas. (The relevant material

is found in [2, pp. 91-94].)

Lemma 1. Let f(x) S;0, and suppose JEJ(x)dx< <*>.

Let there be given an s>0. Then there exists an open set Es, and a decomposi-

tion of f(x), f(x)=g(x)+h(x), with the following properties:

(1) \E,\^(l/s)fEJ(x)dx.
(2) EB is the union of disjoint open cubes Ik, k — 1, 2, • • • .
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(3) h(x) =f(x), for xG£». and for those x, O^h(x) ^s.

(4) \h(x)\ ^2"s,forxEEs.

(5) g(x)=0,for xEE..
(6) fIkg(x)dx = 0, for each of the open cubes Ik whose union is £,.

Proof. The proof is an immediate combination of Lemma 1 of [2], and

the decomposition that follows, made at the top of p. 94.

The following lemma is related to the previous. It is a generalization of

the Hardy-Littlewood "maximal theorem" and F. Riesz's lemma.

Lemma 2. Let f(x)ELv(En), l^p^™. Define /*(x) to be

1   C       i i
sup — I | f(x + y) | dy.
oo    ln J \y\<,t

Then if f(x)ELp(En), 1 <p, so is f*(x), and

\\f(x)\\P = ^||/(x)||p, 1 < p.

Moreover, if f(x)ELi(En), then f*(x) is finite almost everywhere; and if s>0,

then(b):

| \f(x) >s}\   = (A/s) f   \f\dx.
J En

For a proof see [2] pp. 114-116.

The functions g, S, and p, may be thought of as operators—although as

nonlinear ones. An "interpolation" theorem of Marcinkiewicz is very useful

in this connection.

In quoting the result of Marcinkiewicz—which has been extended by

A. Zygmund(6)—we shall not aim at generality. For the sake of simplicity

we shall limit ourselves to the special case that is needed.

Let T he an operator whose domain and range are functions on £„.

Suppose that T satisfies the following two conditions:

(2.1) T(f) is defined for every/ G 7.p(£n), 1 =~ p.

(2.2) | T(fi+f2)\   =   | T(fi)\   +  | T(f2)\.

For a given p, 1 ̂ p < co , we shall say that an operator satisfying the above

conditions is of weak type p, if

(2.3) \{\Tf\   >s}\   = (A/s*) f   \f\'dx
J E„

lor all s, 0 <s< co, all fELv(En) and some A independent of/ and 5.

(6) The notation [ { • • • j | indicates: "the measure of the set."

(6) See [13], where a proof of the general interpolation theorem is found.
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We shall say that the operator T is of strong type p, if for some fixed p,

l^p:

(2.4) f   \Tf\>dx£Af   \f\Hx, fELp(En)
J En J En

where A is independent(') of/.

We are now in a position to state the result of Marcinkiewicz:

Lemma 3. Let T be an operator which satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.2).

Given two indices pi, and p2, 1 ^pi <p2 < °° , suppose that T is simultaneously of

weak type pi, and weak type p2.

Conclusion: T is of strong type p for each p, pi<p<p2.

The following lemma—due to Calderon and Zygmund—is one of the

principal results in their theory of "singular integrals" which generalize the

one-dimensional "Hilbert transform."(8)

Let £2(x) be a function for xG-En, which is homogeneous of degree 0, i.e.

depends only on the direction of the vector. Suppose that ft satisfies the

following two conditions:

(2.5) 12 is continuous on 2, and satisfies there a Lipschitz condition of order

a, 0<a^l.

(2.6) f S2(x')ci2 = 0.
J 2

Lemma 4. Let 12 satisfy the conditions (2.5) and (2.6) above. If ft(x)

= f\u\>*(V(y')/\y\n)f(x-y)dy andf(x)ELp(En), l^p<«>, then

(1) lim/f(x) = f(x) exists almost everywhere,
6--0

and

(2) \\f(x)\\P ^ Ap\\f(x)\\p, l<p<co,

where Ap is independent of f.

3. The Marcinkiewicz integral; case when 1 ̂ p^2. We shall now define

the generalization of the Marcinkiewicz integral (1.3) whose properties we

shall study. As stated previously, this generalization is analogous to the

generalization of the Hilbert-transform given by Calderon and Zygmund

(Lemma 4).

Let i2(x) be a function which is homogeneous of degree 0, and which

(7) It is easy to check that if T is of strong type p, then it is also of weak type p, and the

constant A which appears in (2.3) may be taken to be the constant A which appears in (2.4).

(8) Again, we shall not state the results in their most general form. The result of Lemma 4

is proved in [2], and generalizations may be found in [3].
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satisfies conditions (2.5) and (2.6). For any f(x)ELp(En), 1 ^p define Ft(x),

by

C n(y')
(3.1) Ft(x) = f(x-y)~^-dy.

We note, in the case « = 1, if 12(y') =sign y, then Ft(x) = F(x+t)+F(x — t)

— 2F(x), where F(x) =fSf(s)ds. Define now p(f), by

a°°   \Ft(x)\2    X1'2y dt) .

We prove first:

Lemma 5. With 12 satisfying the above conditions, and p(f) defined by (3.2),

f   (p(/)(x))2c7x = A  f   \f(x)\2dx,
J  En J E„

where A is independent of f.

Proof. We note first, that by (3.1), Ft(x) is for each / the convolution of

f(x) with an integrable function. Thus Ft(x) is well defined for any f(x)

ELp(En). Now

/r r°° I Ft(x) I2(p(f)(x))2dx = J   J 3   '   dldx

by Fubini's theorem.

We shall evaluate /«n| P«(x)| 2dx by Plancherel's theorem.

Yet f(x)=fE„e~ix'vf(y)dy be the Fourier transform of/(x)(9).  Also let:

kt(x) =  I        e-"-»-j—j-dy.
J|»|S*        | y r_i

Then by Plancherel's theorem:

(3.1) f    | £,(x) |2 = (2t)« f    | *«(*) |2 |/(x) |2<fx.
^ En J En

We shall now make the following estimates on kt(x):

(3.2) | kt(x)\   =: A | x|*2,

(3.3) | kt(x) |   = .4/ | x | , if * =■ 1/ | x | , and n = 3

(9) The notation x • y denotes the inner product of the vectors x and y.
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and

/     ,    ,       log (I x I t)\ 1
(3.3*)     | kt(x)\   ^ A    1/| x|   + ' i       ),  if t ^ -j—r and n = 2<lt».

\ I X |       / I X |

Now

r n(y') c a(y')
kt(x) =  I       e-fa-» -;—;—dy =  I       (e""-"-1)-,—;-dy,

J w\st \y\n-1  '      J\v\it \y\n-1

since

f   rT-*-o
by condition (2.6) imposed on 12.

Therefore    |*,(*)| ^fhl\it\x\ -\y\ -(A/\y\^)dy^A\x\fMstdy/\y\n-2
5=^4 |x|/2. The condition (3.2) is established.

In  order  to  establish   (3.3),   let  us  introduce  the  following  notation:

r=|x|,i?=|y|, and cos (x', y') = cosine of angle made by vectors x' and y'.

Then

r "(/)
kt(x) =   I        e~ix-y -.—|-dy

J\v\st | y |n_1

=   J     f  eirR,los(-x'-v">Sl(y')dRcl2'

C /e~irt cos (x''y'^ _ 1 \

=       (--7^—W)rf2.
J 2\    r cos (x , y )      /

Thus

1 r dX
\Hx)\   £—2-sup | Q(y')|        -j-,,    M

r v' J s | cos (x , y ) |

g 4/r = .4/| x| ,

since for n^.3, /2c72/|cos (x', y') | _?^4.

This proves (3.3). In order to prove (3.3*) let us call <p the angle the vector

y' makes with the axis yi, and 8 the angle the vector x' makes with the axis Xi.

Then proceeding as before, we find that

/.2t   /fi—irt cos (8—*)  _   J \

(-72-—)0(fr>)d4>.
o     \   r cos (B — <p)    /

(10) For n = \, n(x)=signx, and then kt(x) = C- (1—cos xt/x) so that (3.2) and (3.3) hold

in this case.
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Thus, after an elementary change of variable,

/+w/2 /q— irt sin </, _  ]\

(- ) 12(0 - d> + w/2)d<b
-r/i \     r sin 0      /

/+*I2 /girt sin tj, _  |\

(- )Q(9-d> + 3w/2)d<p.
_T/2 \    r sin <b     /

Each of these two integrals may be evaluated in the same manner. Thus

/-fw/2/g— irt sin qS _  IV

(- ) £2(0 - <p + ir/2) dd>
_„/2 \     r sin cb      /

/-f-ir/2 /g—irt sin 0 _  1 \

(-) [0.(9 - d> + ir/2) - 12(0 + tt/2)Jc/<p
_x/2  \    r sin </>       /

/-Br/2 /g—irt sin * _  J \

(-:-)d4>
_T/2   \    r sm 0       /

= h + /2.

Owing to the Lipschitz condition on 12,

1   r+'Z2   ,4 I <b\a
\h\   = — I T-^—T d<> = A/r' 0 < a = 1.

r J -T/i    I sin 0 I

Owing to the fact that(u),

/+t/2 /g*» sin <£  _   J\

(-)d<t>\   = ^(1 + log  | S | )  if   | 5 |   =1
-»/2  \     sin d>      /

then \li\^A(l+\ogrt)/r,ilrt^l.

Collecting these estimates we get |&j(x)| ^^(l+iog rt)/r, if r/2:1, which

proves (3.3*).

Now by (3.1)

(n(f))2dx=   j      /     | 7\(x)|2<2x— = (2ir)» |    dx I      —-   \f(x)\2dt
En J 0      J En I3 J E„        J 0 I3

\f(x) \2dx j — | *,(*) |2 + |/(x) |2rfx I —   | *,(*) |2.
«, J0/3 J B„ J l/|x|    t3

By (3.2), /01/w(^/f3)|&((x)|2 = .4; and by (3.3) or (3.3*)

/""    dt .— | *«(*) [2 = 4.

i/l»l   *3

(") The estimate for /**/sJ(e_"8hl* — 1/sin <£)<f<£ is most easily made by breaking up the

interval into \<t>\ fil/\s\, and a complementary part, where |0[ >l/|s|.
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Thus fEn(p(f))2dx^2AjEn\f(x)\2dx=A'JEn\f(x)\2dx, and Lemma 5 is

proved.

The following lemma is very straightforward.

Lemma 6. If Ft(x)=fiy\itf(x — y)(£l(y')/\y\"~1)dy, as above, and f*(x)

= sup<>0 (l/tn)f\v\st\f(x-y)\dy, then

Ft(x)
sup -   ^ Af*(x).
t>o       I

Proof.

Ft(x)      l  r . |a(/)| r      \f(x-y)\

i tJ\y\a \y\n-1 J win     \y\n-1

^ C I /(* - y) I
= (^/O E |    ,     dy

k=oJ 2-k-h<\v\i2~kt \y\n~1

^ U/ln) ^■2^+1»("-1' f |/(x - y)\dy
J \v\&2~kt

00

= UA") £-2<*+1><»-1>-2-*n-7>B-/*(x)

00 00

^ 4/*(x) ^2«+"(»-1)-2-*» = 24/*(x) X) 2"*
A=0 fc-0

=£ ̂'/*W,

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 7. Let f(x)ELi(En). Define p(f) as in (3.2) above. Then p(f) is

finite almost everywhere. Moreover, if s>0, and Dg is the set where p(f)(x) >s,

then:

\ D.\   £ (A/s) f    \f(x)\dx.
J E„

Proof(12). Without loss of generality, we shall restrict ourselves to a posi-

tive/(x).

Given 5>0, let f(x) =g(x)-\-h(x) he the decomposition guaranteed by

Lemma 1, and £, the open set given by the lemma, which contains the sup-

port of g(x). According to Lemma 1, h(x) =/(x) for xG-E», and there/(x) ^s.

Moreover, | A(*)| ±£2"5 on E„ and |£,| ^(l/s)fEJ(x)dx.

Thus

(12) In this proof, we shall use the constants A, c, f), • • • repeatedly; as before, these con-

stants may be different, at different occasions; their dependence on n (the dimension of the

space) will not be exhibited.
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f   | h(x) \2dx =   f | h(x) \2dx +  f   | h(x) \2dx
J En J En-Es J Es

^ s f       h(x)dx + 22"*21 £. I g (1 + 22»)s f  f(x)dx.
J En-Es J E„

Thus h(x)EL2(En), and

(3.4) f   I h(x)\2dx^c-s f f(x)dx.
J E„ J En

Similarly, fEn\ g(x) | dx = fE,\ g(x) \ dx ^ fEJ(x)dx + fE,\ h(x) \ dx =: fEJ(x)dx
+ 2ns\Ea\ =(l+2")/£„/(x)c7x. Thus g(x)ELi(En), and:

(3.5) \     \ g(x) \dx^c j    /(x)rfx.
J B„ J E„

Now let G,(x)=/l!/Uig(x-y)(12(y')/|y|"-1)^, and

Ht(x) =  f      A(* - y) • («(/)/ I y \n~l)dy.
J li/lst

Also let:

«-(/;Ja?t-)" -»-(/;w.
then £<(x) =G((x)+77,(x); and by Minkowski's inequality:

(3.6) n(f)(x) = pi(x) + M2(x).

Define: X(s) = measure of the set where p(/)(x) >.?,

\i(s) = measure of the set where pi(x) >s,

X2(s) = measure of the set where p2(x) >s.

Then, because of (3.6) we have X(s) ^\i(s/2) +X2(s/2). Since we must show

that \(s)^(A/s)fE„f(x)dx, it will be sufficient to show that:

(3.7) \{(s) = (A/s) f f(x)dx, i= 1, 2.
J En

Consider X2(s) first. Since h(x)EL2(En), we may apply Lemma 5; the

result is fEn(p2(x))2dx^AfEn\h(x)\2dx.

Thus fE„(p2(x))2dx^AfEn\h(x)\2dx^A-c-sfEJ(x)dx, by (3.4). Now
Ms)siSJEn{P2{x))2dx^AcsfEJ(x)dx. Thus X2(.j) S(Ac/s)fEJ(x)dx, and (3.7)
is proved for i = 2, with constant ^4c. (The exact constant is of course im-

material for our purposes.)

We next turn to pi(s).

Now p1(x)=/0"(|G((x)|2//3)J^sup(>o \Gt(x)/t\fo(\Gt(x)\/t2)dt. Call

Jo(\Gt(x)\/t2)dt=po(x). Thus
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\i(s) =   | \ui(x) > s}\   =| [pl(x) > s2} |

(           Gt(x) I ) . . .
g   < sup  -   > s>    +  | \po(x) > s\\ .

\ «>o      *    I       ;

However,   by   Lemma   6,   supt\Gt(x)/t\ ^Ag*(x).   Thus   by   Lemma   2,

| {supoo \Gt(x)/t\ >s]\ ^(A/s)f\g(x)\dx and, therefore,

isup \Gt(x)/t\   > s\   ^ (A/s) f   f(x)dx,
ll>0 / J En

by (3.5).
In order to conclude the estimate \i(s) 5= (A/s)fE„f(x)dx, we need, there-

fore, to show that:

(3.8) | {po(x) > s}\   S (A/s)  f  f(x)dx.
J E„

The proof of (3.8) will take up the rest of the proof of this lemma.

Now, let {Ik} be the open cubes whose union is Ea. Let xk be the center

of Ik, and c4 = diameter of Ik (i.e. the length of longest diagonal); then

dk = (3\lk\1i".

Let Sk be the open sphere whose center is xk, and whose diameter is 2c4.

Let Ef = U*=o Sk, and P* the closed set complementary to E*. Since \ES\

= | U-T* | 2= (l/s)fEJ(x)dx, and all the Ik are disjoint, then \E*\ g (y/s)

■fEJ(x)dx. For any xEP*, let d(x, Ik) =distance of x from Ik; we notice that:

ai|x — x*| f^d(x, Ik) as long as xEP*.

It is now our purpose to prove, that if xG-P*, then

(3.9)n po(x) ̂ a(J:       |7t|°|"      f   | g(y) | dy).

Now

/'"   | Gt(x) | rx dt \  r tt(x-y)
—?— dt = I ^1 g(>0 1-u=i dy ■

o I- J o r \J ||x-h|S(I | x — y |" *

However, g(y) is nonzero only as long as y lies in some Ik. Thus,

rx   dt |  "    n Q(x - y)
mo(x) =1     — LL «(y) I-r— <ty

Jo      r I k=oJ lrtn|i-»|S(l \x — y\nl

"    rK   dt\  r 12(x - y)

i_o./o     r I •/ IrfcDi^-vis*! |x —y|" J        I

In order to prove (3.9), it is therefore sufficient to show that:

(13) The a which appears in (3.9) is the same a which is the order of the Lipschitz condition

imposed on ft, by condition (2.5).
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/■"   dt I r                        12(x — y)—   I g(y) "j-j- dy
o     t2 IJ(r»ni*-y|si) \x- y\n~l

\lk\aln C i

= A i-it~j— I i «(y) ̂ >
|x-x*|"+"   J7;t

where ^4 is independent of k.

We now break up the left-hand side of (3.10) as follows:

/•<*>  dt I        f d(.x,ik) dt |       r <i(x'/*)+<'*; dt

—    ■ ■ •     =   I —•••+/ —    ...
0 <2 I J 0 /2 I J d(x,Ik) t2

/dt I I

= Ji(x) + Ji(x) + Ji(x).

As far as Ji is concerned, we note that the set of y where: yEh, \x—y\ ^t,

and t<d(x, Ik), is empty. Thus Ji = 0. Next consider J2.

/d(x,ik)+dk dt                            r d(x,ik)+dk  dt  r       | g(y) I
—     • • ■      = A  I — I    -j-r— dy.

J(x,rk) t2 J d{x,ik) l2Jrk\x-y\ni

Now if yEh, then |x — y\ ^d(x, Ik).

Thus J2(x) £Adk■ (d(x, Ik))-n-ifik\g(y)| dy.

We noted before that: dk = f}\ Ik\ "", and cf(x, 7t) >ai| x — x*|. Combining

these we get:

/2(x) = ̂  |   '    'I     g(y)  <*yg(.        J,+        UWUA
| X — X*|"+1 J ik \ I x — Xk\n+a J ik )

since  | Ik\ 1/re= | x-x*|, if xEP*, and 0<a=l.  Finally, if t>d(x, Ik)+dk,

then {|x — y| ^t}r\Ik = Ik. Thus

/■ M           <ft I   /•              12(x - y)
t     s(y) I-rr^ -

However,

/Q(x — y)              f          T  0(x — y)           £2(x — xk) "1
g(y) i-i—r dy = I  sW i-j—r~~ i-n—r ^,

ik          \x — y\n~l           J ik        \_\x — y\n~l       \x — xk\n~l A

since //tg(y)^y = 0. Now,

12(x — y) J2(x — xk) I   12(x - y) 12(x — y)

/j* _   At   71— 1 /y> _   mIc   n— 1 a" __  ^1    n.— 1 a» ___   />»«;    71— 1

12(x — y) — 12(x — xk)

\ X —  Xk |"_1
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The first absolute value on the right-hand side is less then

| 0(x- y) |  | y - xk\
(w - l) -i-*1-'

I x ~ Vkl"

where y* is some point in Ik. Since xEP*, this is less than

4|7*|1/n A\lk\"i*

/£ _  yk \n \  X _   Tk \n—l-^a

Moreover,

U(x — y) — Q(x — xk)        A | (x — y)' — (x — xk)' \"

■v  _   -v&   n— I *.  _   *.fc   n— 1

because of Lipschitz condition on 12.

However,   | (x — y)'— (x — xk)'\ ^ | Ik\ 1/M/| x — xk\.  Thus  combining  these

estimates we get

Q(x - y)          il(x — xk)              A\ Ik\aln
1-i-1-i-   = 1-' HxE P*.

iv _   /y     rt—1 .,. _   ~.k     n—1 «  _   yk     n—1-f-a:

Therefore

\  f il(x - y) A\h \al"       r .
I   g(y) i-\—r dy   g -j- , I     | g(y)   dy

\J Ik \x — y|n-1 \x — xk\n-1+a J En

as long as xG-P*- Thus

A I Ik\aln     (  r   i i     \ f °°      dt
M*) ̂  -,-!-(   I      g(y) \dy)\ —

|x-X*|-1+«  \Jlkyn       )ji,x.Ik)  I2

A'\ Ik\a'n    r  .

-\x-x>\«+°JrJg(y)ldy>

since d(x, Ik) >ati\ x — xk\. Combining these estimates for J%, J2, and J3 we

prove (3.10). Thus (3.9) is also demonstrated. Therefore

f   p0(x)dx :£ a(z( f     n-^TT- I Ik I"'"   f    I *<?) I ̂ Y
J P' \    k     \J I'*     \X-Xk\"+a J ik /)

But,

/dx               C                      dx .     ,
1-i- ^ 1-i- = A \h \~aln-

P*   | X - X* \n+a        J \x-xk\i2dk   I x - xk \n+a

Thus

f  p0(x)dx g A^f   \ g(y) \dy= A f   | g(y) \dy£A'f f(x)dx.
J P' k    J lk J En " En
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If E** is the set in P*, where po(x) >s then,

s | E,   |   ^  |    no(x)dx = A  \    f(x)dx.
J P" J E„

Hence,

|£s**|   = (A/s) f f(x)dx.
J En

However the complement of P* is £*, and \E*\ ^(y/s)fEJ(x)dx. Thus the

set \po(x)>s}EE**VJE*, and has measured (A/s)ff(x)dx. This establishes

(3.8) and concludes the proof of the lemma.

We are now in a position to state the main result of this section.

Theorem l.Letf(x)ELp(En), 1 ̂ p^2,andletu(f) = (/0"(| Ft(x)\ 2/t3)dtyi2,

with Ft(x)=f\v\stf(x—y)('&(y')/\y\n~l)dy, and with 12 satisfying conditions

(2.5) and (2.6) of §2.
Then: (1) p(/) is finite almost everywhere,

(2) If l<p = 2, then \\p(f)\\P^Ap\\f\\p, and
(3) If p = l, then the measure of the set where p(f)(x)>s, s>0, is less than

(A/s)fE„\f(x)\dx.

Proof of the theorem. If f(x)EL„(En)l^p^2, write /(x) =/i(x)+/2(x)

where/2(x) =/(x) if |/(x)|^l, and/2(x)=0 otherwise; then /2(x)G-L2(£„),

and/i(x)G£i(£n).

However, p(f) ^p(/i)+p(/2). p(f2) is finite a.e. by Lemma 5, while p(/i) is

finite a.e. by Lemma 7. Thus (1) is proved. (3), of course, is the content of

Lemma 7.

Finally p(f) is an operator satisfying the conditions of the Marcinkiewicz

Interpolation Theorem (Lemma 3) with pi = l, p2 = 2. (2) then follows as a

result of the Interpolation Lemma. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Marcinkiewicz integral; case when 1 <p< co, for odd kernels. In the

previous section, we established the results for the generalized Marcinkiewicz

integral (when l^p^2) without use of the known one-dimensional case. In

this section we shall take the one-dimensional case for granted, and from it

establish a result holding for an important class of kernels 12, for Kp<<x>.

To be specific, we shall take the following for granted:

Lemma 8. Let f(x)ELp(- oo, +oo), l<p<co and let F(x)=fQzf(t)dt.

Define

a"°   \F(x + t) + F(x-t)-2F(x)\2    \1/2

. ,■-—*) •

Then: IkflHp^pll/IU !<*><«.
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The periodic analogue of this lemma is due to A. Zygmund [ll]. Water-

man [10] has found that Zygmund's proof extends to the above nonperiodic

case, without essential change. The arguments in either case, however, are

far from simple.

Again, we shall assume that 12(x) is a function which is homogeneous of

degree 0. In place of condition (2.5) we shall assume that

(4.1) 12(x') is absolutely integrable on 2.

We shall also make the following added assumption:

(4.2) 12(x') is an odd function, i.e. 12(x') = -12(-x').

From (4.1) and (4.2) it follows immediately that /212(x')ci2 =0. This con-

dition was previously assumed.

Our result is then:

Theorem 2(14). Assume that 12(x') satisfies conditions (4.1) and (4.2). Let

f(x)ELp(En), Kp<oo.

As before, define Ft(x) =fiy\itQ(y')/\y\n~1f(x—y)dy, and

a'00   |Pt(*)l2     V'2

Then \\p(f)\\p£Ap\\f\\v< 1<P<°°-

Proof. The operator p(f) is nonlinear. First we introduce a device which

allows us to "linearize" the problem. Let cp(x, t) he a function defined for

xEE», 0<t< oo, which satisfies the following conditions:

(4.3) <p(x, t) vanishes if t is small enough, or if / is large enough, and is

bounded.

r°° \d>(x,t)\2
(4.4) I       ' '    dt^l, for all x.

J o t

Let T(f)(x) = fo Ft(x)4>(x, t)dt/t3. Because of conditions (4.3) and (4.4), and

by Schwarz's inequality: | Tf(x) \ ^p(f)(x), and ju(/)(*) =suP*<x.o |^(/)(x)|i

for all 4>(x, t) satisfying (4.3) and (4.4).

Therefore, it will be sufficient to show that

(4.5) ||r(/)(x)||,=£ Ap\\f\\p, l<p<co,

where Ap is independent of c/>(x, t) and/(x). Now(16),

(14) This theorem and its proof are inspired by a similar situation that exists in the general-

ization of the Hilbert transform and which was exploited in [3],

(is) We should point out here that because of the assumptions on <j>(x, t), the interchanges

of orders of integration that follow in this proof are all easily justified by Fubini's theorem.
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r»  Ft(x)<b(x, t)dl       r<b(x,t)dtr Q(y')
Tf(x) =  I-=- I       /(* - y) ,    ,       dy.

Jo t3 J      is    J lyUt \yrl

Introduce   r = \y\,   and   notice   that   dy = rn~xdrdJZ.   Then,   T(f)(x)

=fZ(4>(x,t)dt/t3)ft0f(x-y'r)V(y')drdZ.
However, 12(y') = —12(—y'), thus

1   C °° 4>(x t)dt /  Cl \
(4.6) Tf(x) = jjo -^y-yj k* - y'r) -f^ + y'r))dr) fiWs-

Fix the direction y', and let

>V (/)(*) = f~ ^r~(f V(* " ^) -f(x + jrV))«*r)<B.

Let L he a line in £„, whose direction is parallel to y'. If /i(r) is the func-

tion f(x) restricted to L, then

f   (/(x - y'r) - f(x + y'r))dr = F(x + <) + £(x - /) - 2£(x),
J 0

where £(x) =fofi(t)dt. Thus using condition (4.4),

| v(/)(x)|   =»(/i)W, ifxGT..

Thus, by Lemma 8,

f I »«'(/)(*) T^ = ̂  f I/O*) \"dx, 1 < p < °o.

Integrating the above for all lines L whose direction is y', results in

I     I vV'(f)(x) \ dx ^ Ap j     | /(x) | dx.
J En J En

Thus,

(4.7) ||v(/)(*)||, ̂  ^||/IU
By (4.6), however,

r(/)(x) = 2-' f Q(y')>v(/)(x)<z2.

Therefore,

||zy||,S2-M,(J'|o|rfz)||/||,>

by Minkowski's inequality for integrals.
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This is (4.5), and thus Theorem 2 is proved.

5. The functions g and S; case when lgp^2. Let f(x)ELp(En), l^p

< oo. Define the "Poisson integral" U(f)(x; t), for t>0, of the function f(x), as

follows:

TTifM   a , f       /(* - y)dy
U(f)(x;t) = cn-t I      —:—j->

(5.1) V|/l

/» + !\
where c„  = jr-<B+1)/2-rf-j.

Then U(f)(x; t) is harmonic in Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x»; /, />0, and lim,_o U(f)(x; t)

=/(x) for almost every xEEn, and also in the Lp norm.

Moreover || C/(/)(x;/)||,g||/(x)||„ 1 ̂ p,/>0, and | U(f)(x;t)\ ^Ar"'\\f\\P,

l^p, t>0.
We shall also deal with the so-called "Riesz transforms," Ri(f), i = 1, • • • ,

re. These are defined by

(5 . 2) Ri(f) (x) = lim cn ■   f -y-^— /(* - y)dy.
«-.o      ^|9|>(>o  I y r+1

The 7?i(/) fall under the class of singular integrals covered by Lemma 4.

For/(x)G£,(£„), 1 <P< o°, the following identities hold:

(5.3) - U(Ri(f))(x;t) = — U(f)(x; f), t > 0,
at                              dXi

and

(5.4) — U(f)(x; t) = - E — U(Ri(f))(x; I), I > 0.
o7                                ,_i   ax;

These may be verified by proving them first ior fEL2(En) by the Fourier

transform; and then tending to the limit in Lp(En), by the boundedness of

Ri(f) in L,(«).
For/(x)G£,(E„), and U(x; t) = U(f)(x; t), we shall define grad U by

/dtVy       »/dU\2
fead^ <),.,(_) +£(-).

As a generalization of the g function of Littlewood and Paley we shall

define

(5.5) g(f)(x) =(ft grad2 U(x; t)dt\    .

(16) The reader is referred to [4] where the material in the preceding paragraphs is dis-

cussed. The identities (5.3) and (5.4) may be thought of as generalizations of the Cauchy-

Riemann equations.
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The "area integral" of Lusin, (1.2), will be given a similar generalization.

Let IF(x) be the set of points in the space (yi, t2, • • • , yn, t), t>0, which

satisfy the condition

| x — y I   _^ rjt,

lor some fixed rj, 0<r) < co. Then IF(x) is a "cone" whose vertex is x.

Define S(f)(x) by:

(5.6) sif)(x) = \JJWix)—^—My) ■

(The dependence of S(f)(x) on the parameter v will be displayed when-

ever necessary.)

We first prove a lemma whose one-dimensional periodic analogue is due

to Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [9].

YEUUA9.g(f)(x)SA,S(f)(x).

Proof. Since S(f)(x) increases as the parameter v increases, we shall as-

sume for the purposes of this lemma that 0 <?7 == 1. Now

/»  oo j\   1 /» 00

g2(j)(x) =   I    lgrad2U(x;i)dt =   I    I grad2 U(x; l)dt +  J    /grad2 U(x; t)dt
Jo Jo J\

= h + /2.

But,

oo      /• 2~*

7i = 2^ I        1 grad2 U(x; t)dt
*-0 J 2~*~l

00

= £ 2"* grad2 U(x; rk)
A-0

where r* is a value of / in the interval [2-*-1, 2~k] at which grad2 U(x; t) at-

tains its maximum.

Since U(x; t) is harmonic in Xi • • ■ xn, t, then grad2 U(x; t) is subharmonic

there. Thus,

grad2 U(x; rk) S -,-r I     grad2 U(y; t)dydt.
| Sk I J st

Here 5* is the sphere in the w + 1 dimensional space yi • • ■ y„, t whose

center is (x, rk) and whose diameter is n2~k-1; \ Sk\ denotes the (w + 1) dimen-

sional volume of the sphere Sk. It is easily observed that SkE W(x). Moreover,

the Sk with even k are all disjoint; similarly the Sk with odd k are all dis-

joint.

Now [5*| =a-y]n2~nk~n, where a depends only on n.
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Therefore,

grad2 U(x;rk) ^ (1 /a ■ nn) ■ 2nk+" f    grad2 U(y; i)didy
J sk

/'    grad2 U(y; t)dtdy

sk t"-1

since t^_2~k~1 in Sk. Hence,

,_                                                                    ._      C     grad2 (7(y; t)dtdy
E  2-k grad2 U(x;rk) ^ (i/a -,-) -22"+'   £ --^

k even « even   ^  o& *■

^ ^^2(/)(x).

Similarly, £* odd 2~* grad <72(x; rk)^AvS2(f)(x).

This proves that 7i^^4,52(/)(x). In proving that I2^A„S2(f)(x), we break

up the integral (1, oo) into intervals of the form [2*, 2k+l] and proceed as

before. This completes the proof of Lemma 9.

Lemma 10. If f(x)EL2(En), then S(f)(x)EL2(En) and

\\S(f)(x)\\2 g 4,||/(x)||2.

Proof. Let ^t(y) he the characteristic function of the set \y\ ^r]t. Then

/"° C    <Pi(y)
-— grad2 U(x- y; /)rfy^.

o   J En   f1'1

If /(x) denotes the Fourier transform of f(x), then by Fubini's and

Plancherel's theorems:

f  S2(f)(x)dx =   f     - f  ,h(y)</y f    grad2 U(x - y; 0<*x
J E„ Jo       tn~lJ E„ J En

= 2-(2tt)" f     - f  WyMy f   |x|2e-2l*l'|/(x)|2rfx
J0     tn-1JEn J En

= 2(2w)ndnVn j    tdt j     \x\2e-21x^'\f(x)\2dx.
Jo J En

Since fEjit(y)dy=f\y\^nidy=dnnntn, where d„ is the volume of the unit sphere

in re-space. Thus,

f   S2(f)(x)dx = 2-(2wr,)ndn f    | x|2[/(x)|2cfx f   te~2'^dt
J En J E„ Jo

= 2-(2ini)n-dn-i/A: I     |/(x) \2dx, because
J En
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/l
o 4|x|2

Using Plancherel's theorem again we thus get

f S2(f)(x)dx = l/2(r,Y-dn-  f   \f(x)\2dx,
J E„ J E„

and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 11. Let f(x)ELp(En), l^p^ co, arad /e/ 7/(x; t) be its Poisson in-

tegral, as defined by (5.1). For any fixed n, 0<n< co, let W(x) denote the set of

points y so that \x — y\ ^rjt. Then

t-dU(y;t)
sup    -   = A„f*(x).

ve W(.x) dt

Similarly,

tdU(y;t)
sup    -   ^ Anj*(x), i = 1, • ■ • , n.

ve W(x) dXi

f*(x) is the "maximal" function defined in Lemma 2.

Proof.

dU(x;t)       -(n+1) r        yi-f(x-y)
-=-cn ■ I ■   I    —j—i-ay.

dx{ 2 J     (| y|2 +;2)("+3"2

Thus

tdU(x + z,t)\     /«+l\ If (yi-Zi)
-= I- ) cn ■ I" -\ I    —i-i-f(x — y)dy

dXi I       V     2      / I J      (\y - s|2 + ;2)(»+3)/2-/v ■"  '

f 1 Vi ~ Zi |  | f(x - y)\dy        r | y» - z,-1  | f(x - y) \ dy

J\*\SV (|y-2|2+^)<''+'>/2 J ,„,>„, (|y-2|2 + /2)U+3)/2

= 7i + 72.

Now 7i^4f2/|j,|s2,(3^|/(x-y)|(fy/(<2)(»+3»2, since |z| £nt. Thus

7i ^ 34i/-l//» f |/(x - y)| c7y
J I»ls2ij«

=  -4-r(2^)«/*(x) = AJ*(x).

Now if |y| >2tj/, and \z\ ^rjt, then   y — z\ = |y| /2 and |y;— z»| _^2|y|.

Thus 72 = ,4/,2/l!,|B2„i|/(x-y)|c7y/ y|"+2. However,
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[2 F \f(x-y)\dy = (2y f \f(x-y)\dy

Jii/us,*      |y|n+2 t-o^^toiifii^-Si      |y|n+2

g t2 X (2*+ty)-»-2- f |/(* - y) | ciy
*-0 J |h|<2(J:+2,,(

00

^ /2 X) (2*+V)~""~2- (2*+V)n- -4 -/*(x)
&=0

= Av-2( S 2-2*+»-2V*(x) g 4 ,/*(*).
\ i-0 /

Collecting these estimates proves that:

t-dU(x+ z;t)
sup      ---   g A„f*(x),

t>o,\z\£vt dXi

which establishes the second part of the lemma. The estimate for the first

part of the lemma is made along very similar lines.

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 7. Its proof is closely parallel

with the proof of that lemma, so that we shall be correspondingly brief in

proving Lemma 12.

Lemma 12. Let f(x)ELi(En). Define S(f)(x) as in (5.6). Then S(f)(x) is
fi.nite for almost every xEE„. Moreover, if s>0, and D3 is the set where S(f)(x)

>s, then

\D.\   £ (A,/s) f   | f(x) | dx.
J En

Proof. Assume f(x) j^O. Given s>0, let f(x) =g(x)-\-h(x) be the decom-

position given by Lemma 1, and E, the corresponding open set which con-

tains the support of g(x). As in Lemma 7

/| h(x) \2dx ̂  cs I    f(x)dx,    and      I     | g(x) \ dx ^ c I    f(x)dx.
E„ J En J E„ J En

Let U(x; t), V(x; t) and W(x; t) be the Poisson integrals of/(x), g(x), and h(x)

respectively. Write

\J  J W(x) tn I

and
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D/,    / r c    terad w(r> W JtJ Y/2

R(X) = (JJWM-r*-My)   ■

Since U(x; t)=V(x; t) + W(x; t), then S(f)(x)^T(x)+R(x). If X(s) de-

notes the measure of the set where S(f)(x)>s, Xi(s) the measure of the set

where T(x)>s, and X2(s) the measure of the set where £(x)>s, then

XW = Xi(*/2) + Ms/2).

As in the proof of Lemma 7,

Ms) == (Av/s) f f(x)dx,
J E„

since fEnR2(x)dx^Avf\ h(x) \ 2dx^AnC-s-fEJ(x)dx, by Lemma 10.

It is therefore sufficient to show that

(5.7) Xi(*) = (AJs) f f(x)dx.
En

However

T2{X)=CC       ̂ I^ldtdy
J J W(x) ln   *

rr       | grad F(y;0 |
=     sup      | /-grad F(x + z; /) j    I   I        -dldy.

t>0,\l\ &rit J J W(x) t"

Call,

ff   ieiZML-y>_rlW.
J  JlF(*) <"

Then by Lemma 11,

r2(x) = yf,g*(x)r0(x).

However, the set where 7"2(x)>52, is included in the union of the set where

Aqg*(x)>s, and the set where T0(x)>s. But by Lemma 2, the first set has

measure less than (Av/s)-fEn\g(x)\dx^(Av/s)-cfEnf(x)dx.

Thus, if Xo(s) denotes the measure of the set where T0(x)>s, we must

show that

(5.8) Ms) = (Av/s) f f(x)dx.
J En

As before, 7* are the open cubes whose union is £,. We denote by xk the

center of Ik, and 5* the open sphere whose center is xk and whose diameter is

twice the diameter of h. If £* = U5*, then |£s*| ^(y/s)fEJ(x)dx. We let
P* = complement of E*.
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In analogy with Lemma 7, it is now our purpose to show that if xGP*

/  °° /     I Ik l1/n       C \
(5.9) Ta(x) =S A    Z( '   , I g(y) | dy).

\ *—1\ | x- xk\n+1 J Tk )

For this purpose, it is clearly sufficient to establish

ra dt r     \dv _ /   I iA1'"     r ,      ,    \
77        lr(x + z:<) ds^A^(\       k\n i     U(y) rfy).

JQ     t" J \I]ivt\dXi k   \\ x - xk\"-1 J,k )

for i = 1, 2, • • • n,

and

C dt r       \dV ._/     I /J1'"       /*   , ,     \
(5-10*) -I -(x + z;/)   e7z^^,E(, 't|.+1 \g(y)\dy),

Jo    tn J \z\svt\dt k   \\x — xk\n+1 J ik /

whenever xEP*.

Let us first deal with (5.10), keeping in mind that g(x) is nonzero only on

each Ik.

/"" dt r       \dV I— I -(x + z; /)   dz
n    /" J hisijil dXi I

C  dt r      I      C       g(y)(*i + zi -yd        ,    ,
=   1       — I c • < I    —:-:-dy  dz

Jo     t"JulsJ       J    (|x+z-y]2 + /2)<"+3>/2

rx  dt   r      , vlf        «(y)(*.-+ *.--?*)
_= c I      - I dz y,    I    —i-j- dy .

Jo    f-'Jui^t     kTi\Jik(\x + z-y\2 + t2)^i2

It will therefore be sufficient to show that

f   dt   r \  r g(y)(xi + z,- - y.) I
I-I dz\ \    —:-1- dy

(5  11) ^1"'l«l«'     l^^(|* + 2-y|2 + /2)("+3)/2       I

17*l1/n    r
= 4i'i-rrT7' I  U(y)Ky-

Now

r        g(y)(xi + z,- - yd    _

Jjk (\ x+ z - y|2 + /2)(»+3)/2    ^
Jfc

/' r (x< + z,- — y,-) (xt + Zi- Xi)   _"j

//     L( \x + z - y |2 + /«)(»+«>/* ~ (| x + z - x*[2 + ;2)Cn+3)/2j   ?'

since fikg(y)dy = 0.
A  straightforward   calculation   shows  that  if  xGP*,  yEIk,   f __ (1/2?;)

• | x — x*| , and \z\ ^nt, then
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| (xt + Zi — yt) (xi + zt — Xi)

I (| x + z - y|2 + /2)("+3'/2      (| x + z - x*|2 + /2)<«+3>'2

<c      |7*|l/n    ■

v _  -r,    n+3
•v «'flC

While if xEP*, yEh, |x-x*| ^2-qt and \z\ = ?;/, then

„    \^\lln

S = C,-
'        [n+3

Thus,

f   dt   r \ r        g(y)(xi + Zi- y,-) i
I-I rfz   I    -:-:- dy\

Jo     tn-lJuHn<      |j/t(|x + Z-y|2 + /2)<"+3>'2     "\

=  f    — f      dzS-( f  \g(y)\dy)
Jo    tn~lJ\,\snt \Jrk /

/, <l/2,)|*-*l-|       dt f f     I I
— ■  I        dz-5-  I      g(y)   dy

o *n_1   J|Z]S,( J/*

—- dz-S- \g(y)\dy
{M2v)\x-xk\   tn   lJ \t\s%t J Ik

/< U/»»)l*-**l     <fr I 7*!1'" /•   .
-—r-(nO--j—'—77-r-       *O0 <*y

o f^1 I x — xfc|n+3    Jik

/°° c?/ I 7* I1'n      C—-faO'-      '    ■      l«(y)l<*y
(1/2,) |,-^|    /"-1 /n+3 J 7,

I 7* I1'"      r
= G,-i       '■...•     U(y)Uy-

| x — x* I "+1    J ik

Thus (5.11) is demonstrated. This immediately implies (5.10). Using very

similar estimates we can prove (5.10*). Together these imply (5.9).

Because of (5.9), and arguing as in Lemma 7,

/T0(x)dx = An J    f(x)dx.
P' J En

Thus if £** is the subset of P* where £0(x)>s, then s\Ef*\ ^fP*T0(x)dx

^AvfEJ(x)dx. Therefore \E**\ ?S(Av/s)fEJ(x)dx. However the complement

of P* is E*, and | £* | =^ (y/s)fEJ(x)dx. This implies that the measure of

the set where T0(x)>s is less than ((A„+y)/s)fEJ(x)dx.

With this (5.8) is demonstrated, and the proof of the lemma is concluded.

Theorem 3. Let f(x)ELp(En) l^p^2. Let 0<rj<oo, v fixed, and let
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S(f)(x) be defined by (5.6). Then (1) S(f)(x) is finite almost everywhere; (2)

\\S(f)(x)\\p^Ap,v\\f(x)\\P, if Kp^.2 and (3) if fELi(En), then the measure
of the set where S(f)(x) >s, 5>0, is less than

(Av/s) f   \f(x)\dx.
J E„

Proof. If f(x)ELP(En), write f(x) =/i(x)+/2(x) where /2(x) =/(x) if

|/(x)| _=l,/2(x)=0 otherwise. Then /2(x)GZ,j(£„), and fi(x)ELi(En). How-

ever, S(f)(x) ^5(/i)(x)+5(/2)(x). S(f2)(x) is finite almost everywhere by

Lemma 10, and S(fi)(x) is finite almost everywhere by Lemma 12. This

proves (1). (3) is contained in the statement of Lemma 12.

S(f) is an operator satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3 with p2 — 2,

pi = l. Thus as a result of Lemma 3, ||5(/)||,^yl,,,||/||, if 1 <p<2. Combining

this with Lemma 10, concludes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. If f(x)ELp(En), l^p^2, and g(f) is the operator defined by

(5.5), then the conclusions of Theorem 3 hold with S(f)(x) replaced by g(f)(x).

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3 by applying Lemma 9.

6. The functions g and S; case when 2^p< oo.

Lemma 13. Let f(x)ELp(En), l^p^s<*>, and let U(x; t) be its Poisson

integral as defined by (5.1). Then sup<>0 | U(x; t)\ ^Af*(x), where f*(x) is the

"maximal" function defined in Lemma 2.

Proof.

ru  a      / f       /(* ~ y)      .       . r f(x - y)      .U(x: I) = c„l I      —|—|-dv = cj I —:—j-dy
J En (|y|2 + /2)<"+1"2 Jiwisi   (| y|*+ /*)«-+»'«

/• /(» - y)
+ c„-/-   I —;—:-dy.

J\vi>t (|y|2 + *2)("+1>'2

Thus,

/. . r        I f(x - y) I| /(x - y) | dv + yl ■ / ■ ——|-^—L dy.
Ivlst ^ivix       M"+1

The first integral is majorized by Af*(x). In order to complete the proof

of the lemma we consider the following:

, r      |/(*-y)| ,     , ^ r \f(*-y)\ ,
l I —l—|-dy = t- 2_ I —i—i-dy

J \v\>t    \y\n+1 t=oJ2<t+i»(S|!/i>2t<     |y|n+1

g 2 '■ 2-*("+»r"-1 -I | /(x - y) I dy
*=0 J 2"+1)(B|l/|

^ ^rB-2-*<B+1'-2<*+"»-/n-/*(x) ^ +/*(x).
*=0
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Thus the lemma is proved.

Theorem 4. Let f(x)ELP(En), Kp< oo, choose afixedn, 0< n< oo, and

let S(f)(x) be defined by (5.6). Then \\S(f)(x)\\p^Av,p\\f(x)\\p, if Kp< oo.

Proof(17). Assume first that p^4. Let q be the index conjugate to p/2,

i.e. l/q+2/p = l; thus Kq^2. Then,

l|5(/)(x)||P = (J"    (S(f)2(x))^2dxJ "

= sup   I    S(f)2(x)d>(x)dx
<t>(x)     J En

taken over the class of all <p(x), so that <£(x)^0, </>(x) is indefinitely differen-

tiable and has compact support, and

|    (d>(x))«dx =~ 1.
J s„

Now define J by

(6.1) J=  f S2(f)(x)<b(x)dx.
J En

Thus J = ///grad2 t/(y; t)\pt(x—y)/t"~'l<p(x)dydtdx, where ^j(y) is the char-

acteristic function of the set \y\ =77^. Let P(y; t) denote the kernel of the

Poisson integral (5.1),

cn-l-
P(y- t) = __-

(j y |2 _1_ pyn+DIS

Then if |y| £nt, P(y; t)^t~n/Av. Thus,

J = A„ I I j   grad U2(y; t)P(x - y; t)<j>(x)dxdytdt;

and if F(x; t) is the Poisson integral of <f>(x), then

/ = A„ f f grad2 U(y; t) V(y; t)tdldy.

If A denotes the Laplace operator

d2       JL    d2

dt2       j_i  dx*

then a simple calculation yields that,

(u) The proof of this theorem is an extension of an argument found in [12].
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(6.2) 2 grad2 U(x; t) = A(U2(x; /)).

Moreover, if a(x, t), b(x; t) denote arbitrary twice differentiable functions,

we easily verify that

n

(6.3)(18) A(ab) = aA(b) + bA(a) + 2atbt + 2 £ o.XibXi.
i=i

Let now 0< e<L< oo, and define 7€,l by

(6.4) JltL =  f   dy f   <<fl grad2 i/(y; /)F(y; 0-
•7 «„     «7 <

Apply formula (6.3) where a= U2(y; t), b= V(y\ t) to (6.4). Then since

A(V(x; t))=0, and A(U2(x; t))=2 grad2 U(x; t), (by (6.2)), we have:

Jt.L = — f   dy f   tdtA(UW) - 2 f   dy f   IdlUUfV,
2   J En        J i J E„        J t

- E 2 f   dy f   tdtUUV(VVi
i-»l        J Ea        J I

= /i + 72 + 73 say.

However,

|/2|   ^f   dy f   tdt\U(y;t)Ut(y;t)Vt(y;t)\dt
J E„ J»

= A f  f*(y) f'l\ Ut(y;t)Vt(y;t)\dltZ A f  f*(y)g(f)(y)g(d>)(y)dy.
J E„ J 0 J En

The next-to-the last step is by Lemma 13, and the last step is by Schwarz's

inequality. However,

f f*(y)g(S)(y)g(<t>)(y)dy

= ( f (/*(y))prfy) "(J (g(f)(y))pdy) "( J g(tf>)(y)W) '

by Holder's inequality, since 2/p-\-l/q=l.

By Theorem 3, Corollary, we have,

^ (g(4>)(y)Ydy\   " ̂  AMU* A«>

since Kc7^2. Moreover, by Lemma 9, g(f)(y) ^AnS(f)(y); and by Lemma 2,

(18) In this context, letter subscripts denote partial differentiation.
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(f (f*(y))pdy) "= ap(J |/(y)|W) *■
Combining these estimates we get,

(6.5) |72|   = ^,.P||/||P||5(/)||P.

Similarly,

(6.6) |73|   = ^„P||/||P||5(/)||P.

Now,

if      rL i r     rL d2
7i = -        dy j    tdtA(UW) = -I    dy       t- (U2(y;t)V(y;t))

2   J E„        J t 2   J En        J e       or

1 »   rL     r     d2
+ -T,\    Idll      — (U2(y; t)V(y; t))dy.

2 <_i J <       J /?„  fly^

We notice first that: fEn(d2/dy\)(U2(y;t) V(y;t))dy = 0. Moreover, by integrat-

ing by parts:

j   I — (U2(y; t)V(y; t)) = 2tU(y; t)Ut(y; t)V(y; *)]

+ tU2(y;t)Vt(y;l)'\    -  U2(y; t) V(y; /)]   .

Thus using Lemmas 11 and 13, we see that,

I f   t^-(U2(y;t)V(y;t))dt   = A(f*(y))2<f,*(y),
\J,    or

so that

| 7: |   = A j (f*(y))24>*(y)dy = /l( J (/*(y))^y)  "( J (**(y))«<*y)

= ̂ 11/llL
by Lemma 2. Hence,

(6.7) | 7: |   = ,4P||/||P.

The estimates (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) provide an estimate for J,,l, (6.4),

and thus for J (6.1).

Therefore,

||5(/)||P= 4„P||/||P + A, J5(/)|U|/|U
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and thus

(6-8) ||5(/)||, g ,C||/||P, Up = 4.

Because of (6.8) the operation is of weak type p, for every £2:4. By

Lemma 12 it is also of weak type 1. Therefore using the interpolation lemma

(Lemma 3), we have

\\S(f)\\P ^ AViP\\f\\p, iil<p<co,

which proves the theorem.

Theorem 5. Letf(x)ELp(En), 1 <p< <», andlet g(f)(x) be definedby (5.5).

Then \\g(f)(x)\\P^Ap\\f(x)\\p,l<p<*.

Proof. The theorem follows directly from Theorem 4 and Lemma 9.

7. Converse inequalities for g and 5. The following lemma is along very

classical lines.

Lemma 14. Let U(x; t) be harmonic in xu x2, • • • , xn, t, t>0. Suppose

that U(x; t)—>0 uniformly in x, as t—*oo, awd that JEn\ U(x; /)|pdx^.4, for

t>0, 1<£<oo, with A independent of t. Then U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of

a function f(x), andf(x)ELp(En).

Proof. Since fsn\ U(x; l/k)\ pdx< oo, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , then by a well-known

property of weak compactness in Lv, Kp< oo, there exists a subsequence

{l/&i} so that U(x; 1/ki) converges weakly in Lp(En). Let/(x) denote this

weak limit. Further, let U'(x; t) be the Poisson integral of f(x), and Vki(x; t)

be the Poisson integral of U(x; 1/ki).

Then Vki(x; t) — U(x; (l/ki)-\-t) is harmonic for />0 and tends to zero

as £—>0, and t^> oo.

Thus U(x; (l/ki)-\-t) = Vki(x; t), and U(x; 1/&,-+/) is the Poisson integral

of U(x; 1/ki). However since U(x; 1/&,)—>/(x) weakly in Lp, then U(x;

(l/ki)+t)->U'(x; t) ior every x, if />0. Thus U(x; t) = U'(x; t), and therefore

U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of f(x), which proves the lemma.

The following is the basic lemma of this section:

Lemma 15. Let U(x; t) be harmonic in xi • • • x„, t,t>0; assume U(x; t)

tends to 0 uniformly in x as t—> oo. Define:

a"0   /dU(x:l)\2   V'2
. '(-5-)*) '

Suppose that gr(U)(x) is finite for almost every xEEn and is in the class Lp(En),

l<p< oo. Conclusions: (1) U(x, t) is the Poisson integral of a function f(x),

f(x)ELp(En). (2) \\f(x)\\p^Ap\\gr(U)\\p, where Ap is independent of U(x; t).

Proof. Case I. Assume that U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a continuous

function f(x) which vanishes outside a bounded set. In this case the first
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conclusion of the lemma is certainly satisfied.

Define h(x), by h(x) = \f(x)\ p~l sign (f(x)). Thus h(x) is also continuous,

and vanishes outside a bounded set. Let U(x; t) and F(x; t) denote the Pois-

son integrals of f(x) and h(x) respectively. We note that there exists a con-

stant k so that the following are true:

| f(x) |   ^ k,   | h(x) \   £ k,    f   \ U(x; t)\dx <: k,
J E„

C du       i dv
I     \V(x;l) \dx =: k, and,   /-(x; 0    g &,    *-(*; I)   ^. k, lor I >0.

J £n 3/ dt

The last two follow easily from Lemma 11. We also notice both U(x; t) and

F(x; t) tend to zero uniformly in x, as t—>co, and that t7(x; /) and F(x; /)

tend uniformly to f(x) and /»(x) respectively as £—>0. We add a last pre-

liminary observation: t(dU/dt)(x; t) tends uniformly to zero as t—>0. In

fact, write f(x) =/i(x)+/2(x), where /i(x) is sufficiently differentiable and

|/2(x)|<e.

If Ui(x; t) are the Poisson integrals of/i(x) * = 1, 2, then |2(dt7/d£)(x; <)|

^|i!(dtVd/.)(x;0| +At, by Lemma 11.

However, by the smoothness of/i(x) it is easily verified that \t(dUi/dt)

■(x; t)\—>0 uniformly in x, as /—>0. Thus choosing e appropriately we con-

clude that \t(dU/dt)(x; i)| —>0 uniformly as t—*0. A similar conclusion, of

course, holds for \t(dV/dt)(x; t)\.

Now, an integration by parts establishes, if 0 <e<L,

(7.1) J    t[U(x; t)V(x; t)]udt = t[U(x;t)V(x;l)]t]i - U(x;t)V(x;t)]l .

By the observations which have been made in the above paragraphs, we

can rewrite (7.1) as

(7.2) J*   l[U(x; l)V(x; t)]itdt = f(x)h(x) + Jt(x) + j'L(x),

where fEn\ Jt(x) \ dx—>0 as e—*0, and fEn\ J[(x) \ dx-+0 as L—> co.

Integrate (7.2) with respect to x and reverse the order of integration;

then,

I    tdt j    [U(x; t)V(x; t)]ttdx =  j   f(x)h(x)dx +  f Je(x)dx

+ j   Jz,(x)cfx.
J En

However,
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I    [U(x;t)V(x;t)\ttdx
J En

=  1    [Uu(x;t)V(x;t)    + 2Ut(x; t)Vt(x; I) + U(x; t)Vtt(x; t)]dx,
J B„

while since U(x; t) and F(x; i) are Poisson integrals of functions in L2(En)

it is easily verified by Plancherel's formula that

/Uu(x;t)V(x;i)dx =  I    U(x;t)Vtt(x;t)dx=   I    Ut(x; t)Vt(x;t)dx.
En J En J En

Thus

4 I tUt(x; t)Vt(x; t)dtdx =   I    f(x)h(x)dx +  I    J((x)dx +  I    JL(x)dx.
J E„ J ( J E„ J En ^ En

Letting «—>0, and L—> oo in the above, and using Schwarz's inequality we get

(7.4) 4$   gr(f)(x)gr(h)(x)dx =   f   f(x)h(x)dx=  f    \f(x)\Hx.
"   En J  En J  En

Here gr(f)(x) = (fZt(dU(x; t)/dt)2dty2, and gr(h)(x) = (/0"/(c3F(x; t)/dt)2dt)^2.
Using Holder's inequality in (7.4) again we get, 4||gr(/)(x)||p||gr(&)(x)||p'

^jEn\f\vdx where l/p-\-l/p'= 1.

However, ||gr(^)(x)||P'^^4P'||^(x)||j,', by Theorem 4. While

(£ i kx) fdxj"" = (j i/(x) i^^'^1"" = n/wiir1.

Thus 4\\gr(f)(x)\\pAp, \\f(x)\\pp-l^\\f(x)\\l, and thus

||/(x)||p = (l/4^lP0||gr(/)(x)||p.

Therefore the lemma is proved in this case.

Case II. Assume that U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a function

f(x)ELp(En).
Yetfk(x) he a sequence of continuous functions vanishing outside bounded

sets so that: \\f(x)-fk(x)\\p->0.

Then by Case I

(7.5) ||/*(*)||p= Ap\\gr(fk)(x)\\p

we claim that:

(7-6) |  gr(fk) (X)   -  gr(f) (X) |     =   gr(fk  ~ f) (X).

In fact, by Minkowski's inequality: gr(a+j3)(x) ggr(a)(x)+gr(/3)(x), for any

two functions a(x), ji(x)ELp(En). Letting a=f(x)—fk(x) and |8=/*(x), we
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get gr(f)(x) -gr(fk)(x) ^gr(f-fk)(x). Letting a=/*(x) -f(x), f3=f(x), we get

gr(fk)(x)   - gr(f)(x)   g  grift - f)(x)   =  gr(f~fk)(x).

Thus (7.6) is proved. By Theorem 4, however, since ||/*(x)— /(x)[|,—>0, then

||gr(/*—/)(x)||p—+0. Therefore combining (7.5) and (7.6) proves ||/(x)||p

= ^p|k»-(/)(x)|lp' and Case II is disposed of.
Case III. The general case. We notice that ifO<e<L<oo, then

f L\dU(x;l)\        (  rL /dU(x;l)\2  X1'2

\u(mii-UM\ if  |-s-|«(j. (^17-)*)    L"'

/h    /QJJ(x- t)\2
ll—-^j dt g €-u*V-i*gr(U)(x) E Lp(En).

Thus if e, and L are fixed, and f(x) =/e,t(x) = U(x, L) — U(x, e), then/(x)

ELp(En). Let U'(x; t) be the Poisson integral of/(x). Then U'(x; t) — [U(x;

L-\-t) — U(x; e+i)] is harmonic in Xi • • • xn, t>0, and tends to zero as t—>0

andtf—>oo uniformly in x. Hence U'(x; t) — [U(x; LA-t) — U(x; «+/)] =0, and

U'(x; t) = U(x; L + t) - U(x; t + t), if t > 0.

However,

Jo     V       dt       )

r-° /dU(x; L + t)\2              r°°/dU(x;e + l)\2
^ 2 I    / (-—-) dt + 2 (-] d<

Jo   V       6v       / Jo  V      dt      I

Cx /dU(x;t)\2 r°° /dU(x;t)\2

^2Lit-Li--er)dt + 2lit-i){-dr)dt

^ 4gl(U)(x).

Thus I!gr(c7')(x)||p^2||gr([/)(x)||,< oo, and we may apply Case II to the

function U'(x;t) which is the Poisson integral of/(x). Therefore

f    |/(x) |*dx g ,4p-2P f   I gr(U)(x) \"dx
■J En J E„

or

f    | U(x; t) - U(x; L) \P ̂  APp-2P f   \ gr(U)(x) \"dx
J E„ J En

where ^4P is independent of U, e, and L.

Now since U(x; L)—>0 uniformly in x as L—*k> then
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( | U(x; c) \'dx g 4p-2"-   f \ gT(U)(x) \"dx, for any N.
J \x\$N J

Therefore, fEn\ U(x; e)| pdx^Ap1,-2pf\gr(U)(x)\ "dx for any e>0. Hence by

Lemma 14, U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a function f(x)ELp(En), and

l|/(x)||p = lim(,o CM U(x; e^dx)1'".
Thus ||/(x)||p^2^4p||gr(c7)(x)||p, which concludes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 6. Let U(x; t) be harmonic in Xi, x2, ■ • • , xn, t, t>0 and suppose

that U(x\ t)—>0 uniformly in x as t—> oo.

Letn g(U)(x) = (fot grad2 U(x; Ddt)1'2.
Suppose that g(U)(x) is finite almost everywhere for xEE„, and that g( U)(x)

is in the class Lp(En), 1 <p< oo. Then we may conclude

(1) U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a function f(x)ELp(En) and (2)

||/(x)|!,g^4,||g((7)(x)||p where Ap is independent of U(x; t).

Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 15, when

we notice that gr(U)(x) ^g(U)(x).

Theorem 7. Let U(x; t) be a harmonic function in xi, x2, • • • , x„, t, t>0,

and suppose that  U(x; t)—>0 uniformly in x as /—»«>. Let

S(U)(x) = ( //      (grad2 U(y; t)/l"^)dydt\    ,

where W(x) is the "cone"  \y — x\ ^ijt, ()<??< co, fixed.

Suppose S( U) (x) is finite almost everywhere in xEEn and S( U) (x)ELp(En).

Then if 1 < p < oo,

(1) U(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a function f(x) ELp(En), and

(2) \\f(x)\\p^Ap,v\\S(U)(x)\\p.

Proof. The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 6 and the fact

that g(U)(x)^A,S(U)(x).
This was proved in Lemma 9 when <7(x; t) is the Poisson integral of a

function in Lp, l^p< oo. The proof holds without change in the more general

situation, and we shall therefore not give it.

8. Converse inequalities for p. It is our purpose to deal with an inequality

of the form

(8.1) ll/H, ̂ Ap\\p(f)\\p, l<p<cc,

where

a'°° l^(*)l2   V/2 C °(y'),       dt)      and   Ft(x) = f(x - y) y-{— dy,
o t3 ) J|„|S( \y\n~1

with the kernel 12 satisfying conditions (2.5) and (2.6).

(19) As before, grad2 U{x; t) = (dU(x; 0/^0*+Zu, (3U(x; t)/dxi)\
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These two conditions alone are not sufficient to guarantee the validity

of (8.1)(20). Instead of trying to treat the general problem of the validity

of (8.1), we shall restrict our attention to a special case which may have some

interest.

Define the family of kernels !2j(y) as follows

«.-(y) = T-T' i=l,2,---n.
I y\

Define F\(x) by

f        I2i(y)

J\v\*t   lyl"-1

and

a'00   I F%t(x)\2    \112

also

K/)2(*) = £ ".2(/)«.
i=l

The kernels 12t(y) are odd functions, and thus satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 2. Therefore,

(8.2) \\v(f)(*)\\p ^ AM\* l<p<».

We shall prove:

Theorem 8. Let f(x)ELp(En), then

\\f(x)\\P = Ap\\u(f)(x)\\p, l</»<».

Proof. We first introduce the following weaker forms of the Littlewood-

Paley g function:

a°° /dU(x;t)\2   \1'2
i{—~-i)dt)    > i=Y2,---n,

and

(8.4) gl(f)(x) = Eg!(/)(x).
i-l

Theorem 8 will then be a consequence of the following two lemmas(21):

(20) It would of course be assumed that Q is not identically zero.

(21) The one-dimensional periodic analogues of Lemmas 16 and 17 are due to A. Zygmund

[11].
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Lemma 16. gi(f)(x) ^Avi(f)(x), i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n where A is a constant inde-

pendent of f(x).

Lemma 17. Let f(x)ELp(En), then

||/(s)||p= Ap\\gT(f)(x)\\p, \<p< oo.

Proof of Lemma 16. Using formula (5.1) we see that

1        1   dU(x;t) _ ; r     | y | 12,(y)/(x - y)

~(n+i)'Cn    dXi    ~''JEn(\y\2 + tiYn+3)n   y

where 12,-(y) =y,-/|y|. Let \y\ =r, then

/I y I 12t-(y)/(x - y)               f °Y  f                                    \           rndr
i  ', -—dy = t\     (   \   f(x - ry')Qi(y)d 2 )-

*.   (|y|2 + <2)(«+3"2   '        Jo   U: / (>■* + <*)<»+»/*

Here, S is the unit sphere in the n-dimensional space of y. Now by integrating

by parts with respect to r we obtain

a'11'/  F \ rndr
.   U>-*)BWa)fr.+„),.+„„

F\(x)K(s,t)ds + 7\/e(x)-K(x)-
(£-2 + /2)(n+3)/2 (e2+ ;2)("+3)/2

where £s'(x) =/i«iss/(x-y)12,-(y)/|y| n~ldy, and

■JZ V71—^ cW+1

#(*, 0 =-(n + 3)-
(52 _)_ ^)(n+3)/2 '(^2 _j_ j2)(n+6)/2

Now if 2>0, the last two terms in (8.5) tend to zero for almost every x,

as e—>0(22). Thus (8.5) becomes

1 1   dU(x;t) rx   i
(8.6) - -T^- = /        F*(x)K(s,l)ds.

(n + 1)   c„       dx,- J o

Now for K(s, t) we make the following obvious estimates:

| K(s, I) |   g A/t\ Us ^ t

| A-(5, 0 |   = /1/s4, if 5 = /.

Thus,

dU(x;t) r'     i     . r °>  I F^x) I <fs
--^—   ^ At-3 j     | £s(x) \ds+ At --—-

dx, Jo J t S4

Using Schwarz's inequality, we obtain

(22) In fact, by Lemma 6 | t~1Ft(x)\ is bounded in t, for almost every x.
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/dU(x;t)\i

1 \     dXi     )

r* i  i    i2    r' 22   r °° I f',(x) I2    / rk ds\
g 2A2r6l I     | F,(x) \ds I   ds+ 2A I   t j-y~-dsl   j      —J

/-4 c\ •■   i*      r°° l^(*)l2   \
gi'    I        I       |P8(x)|d5+l-7^^)-

Integrating with respect to t, and inverting the order of integration we ob-

tain:

C /dU(x;t)\2                r°>dt(".    2      |2                f°°     f°°   I^Wl2
I    /(-—   Agi' -I     \Fs(x) \ds+A'\    dt I-—-ds

J o      \      dXi:     / J o      t* J o J o        J t 54

/"",   .•    #/ r™ dt\ c° \fI(x)\2/ r* \

. i^i (j. 7rW„ -4^KJ>>

Jo 53

Thus g\(f)(x) ^Av\(f)(x), and Lemma 16 is proved.

Proof of Lemma 17. Let i?<(-) denote the "Riesz-transforms" defined by

(5.2), and let/,(x) —Rt(f)(x). Then the following identity holds

(8.7) JlRi(fi)(x) = -/(*).
i=l

The above is proved in [4] when f(x)EL2(En) by means of the Fourier

transform. (8.7) may then be established for any fELp(En) by using the

boundedness of the transformations Ri(f), iorfELp(En), (Lemma 4). Because

of (5.3)

gr(fi)(x)   g  gT(f)(x),

where gr(f)(x) = (f0"t(dU(x; t)/dt)2dt)112, and hence by Lemma 15,

(8.8) \\fi(x)\\P g Ap\\gr(fi)(x)\\p g Ap\\gT(f)(x)\\p, Kp<<*>.

However, (8.7) and Lemma 4 imply that:

(8-9) ||/(x)||p g Ap E \\fi(x)\\p, 1< p < oo.
1=1

Thus combining (8.8), and (8.9) we obtain

\\K4\v ^ Ap\\gT(f)(x)\\p, l<p<*.
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This proves Lemma 17, and thus Theorem 8.
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